Supervisor localization procedure can be used to construct local controllers corresponding to each component agent in discrete-event systems. This procedure is based on state reduction of a monolithic supervisor with respect to each set of controllable events corresponding to each component agent. State reduction from the reduced supervisor to each local controller is an important criterion. In this paper, we deal with event reduction. It is proved that the number of events in each local controller is less than the event cardinality in the reduced supervisor, provided that each local controller has less number of states comparing to the reduced supervisor. It shows that each local controller needs less number of events to make consistent decisions. Having this property, we can evaluate the localizability of a supervisor by event reduction criteria instead of state reduction criteria. State reduction facilitates the implementation of local controllers on industrial systems. Whereas, event reduction reduces communication traffic between each pair of local controllers.
Introduction
The state size of the monolithic supervisory controller increases with state sizes of the plant and specification which increases the computational complexity and may lead to state explosion [1] . Thus, the application of this theory is restricted [2, 3] . Although, modular [4] [5] [6] [7] and incremental [8, 9] approaches try to overcome the complexity of the supervisor synthesis, other approaches tend to reduce the supervisor for simple implementation [10] . Supervisor localization procedure, introduced in [11] , is a method to distribute the supervisory control of discrete-event system. This procedure achieves two goals: i) it preserves the optimality and non-blocking of the monolithic supervisor, and ii) it dramatically simplifies each local controller based on the state size criteria. Namely, a supervisor is localizable if the state size of each local controller is less than the state size of the reduced state supervisor. This procedure is carried out using control information relevant to the target agent. As the result, each agent obtains its own local controller. Some applications of supervisor localization can be found in [12] .
Supervisor localization procedure can be employed to construct a distributed supervisory control for a monolithic specification associated with component agents. To the best of the author's knowledge, no work has been carried out on event reduction properties of this procedure. On the other hand, decomposition of a supervisor [13] is an alternative method to reduce the number of events, considered in decision making by each decentralized supervisor in large scale discrete-event systems (DES). This method constructs a distributed supervisory control with restricted control authority and restricted observation scope.
In this paper, we investigate the event reduction in the localization of a monolithic supervisor. The main common concepts in the supervisor reduction and supervisor localization procedures are control consistency of states, control cover, and normality of an induced generator which is control equivalent to the supervisor w.r.t. the plant. Moreover, a constructed induced generator is deterministic automata.
We prove that, if a supervisor is localizable, (i.e. the state size of each local controller corresponding to each component of the plant is less than the state cardinality of the reduced supervisor), then at least one controllable event corresponding to other components appears as self loop transition at all states of the corresponding local controller (in the sense of normality [14, 15] ). It is an important result. However, event reduction in each local controller does not guarantee decomposability of the supervisor. Moreover, each local controller needs fewer events for consistent decision making, comparing to the reduced state supervisor. It reduces the communication traffic between local controllers in a distributed supervisory control. Examples 4.2 and 4.3, show that decomposition of a supervisor is stronger than event reduction in each local controller of a distributed supervisory control.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the necessary preliminaries are reviewed. In this section, we review the formulation of supervisor reduction and supervisor localization procedures, by which one can prove required propositions. In Section 3, we prove that, state reduction leads to event reduction in each local controller. In Section 4, we compare state reduction and event reduction by some examples, and show that event reduction is more practical criteria for localizability of a supervisor. Finally, concluding remarks and future work are given in Section 5.
Preliminaries
A discrete-event system is presented by an automaton = ( , , , , ), where is a finite set of states, with ∈ as the initial state and ⊆ being the marker states;
is a finite set of events ( ) which is partitioned as a set of controllable events and a set of uncontrollable events , where = ⨃ . is a transition mapping : × → , ( , ) = ′ gives the next state ′ is reached from by the occurrence of . is discrete-event model of the plant. In this context ( , )! means that is defined for at .
is the marked behavior of [17, 18] . In this paper, we assume that consists of component agents defined on pairwise disjoint events sets ( ∈ !, ! an index set), i.e. = ⨃ | ∈ ! . Let ≔ ( ) and , ≔ ( ), the closed and marked behaviors of are ( ) =∥ | ∈ ! and ( ) =∥ + , , ∈ !-. We assume that for every ∈ !, . , = is true. Then is necessarily nonblocking (i.e. .
( ) = ( )).
A set of all control patterns is denoted with / = 0 ∈ 123( )|0 ⊇
. A supervisor of a plant , is a map 5: ( ) → / where 5( ) represents the set of enabled events after the occurrence of the string ∈ ( ). A pairs ( , 5) is written by V/ and called is under supervision by 5. A behavioral constraint on is given by specification language 8 ⊆ * . Let 9 ⊆ ( ) ∩ 8 be the supremal controllable sublanguage of 8 w.r.t. ( ) and , i.e. 9 = ;<=( ( ) ∩ 8). If 9 ≠ ∅, @AB = (C, , D, E , C ) is recognizer of 9. If and F are finite-state DES, then 9 is regular language. Write | . | for the state size of DES. Then |@AB| ≤ | ||F|. In applications, engineers want to employ the reduced supervisor I@AB, which has a fewer number of states ( i.e. |I@AB| ≪ |@AB|) and is control equivalent to @AB w.r.t. [10] , i.e.
A generator KLM over , is a local controller for agent , if KLM can disable only events in . Precisely, for all ∈ * and ∈ , there holds
The observation scope of KLM is not limited to . But, the control authority of a local controller is strictly local [11] . A set of local controllers KLM = KLM | ∈ ! is constructed, each one for an agent, with (KLM) =∩ (KLM )| ∈ ! and (KLM) =∩ (KLM )| ∈ ! such that the following relationships hold,
We say that, KLM is control equivalent to @AB w.r.t. , if (3) and (4) are satisfied. This formulation is based on state reduction of a monolithic supervisor with respect to disabled controllable events of each component agent.
The natural projection is a mapping 1: * → * where (1)1(R): = R , (2) for ∈ * , ∈ , 1( ): = 1( )1( ), and (3) [7] .
It was defined in [16] , that 9 is relative observable w.r.t. = ̅ , and 1 (or simply = ̅ -observable) for 9 ⊆ = ⊆ ( ), where 9 and = ̅ are prefix closed languages, if for every pair of strings , ′ ∈ * such that 1( ) = 1( ′), the following two conditions hold:
In the special case, if = = 9, then the relative observability property is tighten to the observability property. An observation property called normality was defined in [14] , that is stronger than the relative observability. 9 is said to be normal w.r.t. ( ( ), 1), if 1 WX 1(9) ∩ ( ) = 9, where ( ) is a prefix closed language and 1 is a natural projection.
Supervisor reduction procedure
A procedure was proposed in [10] , to reduce the state size of a monolithic supervisor. This method constructs a generator which is control equivalent to the monolithic supervisor w.r.t. the plant. Let @AB = (C, , D, E , C ) and define 8: C → 123( ) as 8(E) = ∈ |D(E, )! . 8(E) denotes the set of events enabled at state E. Next, define
is the set of events which are disabled at state E. Define g: C → 1,0 according to g(E) = 1 iff E ∈ C , namely the flag of g determines if a state is marked in @AB. Also,
∈ , namely the flag of i determines if some corresponding state is marked in . Let ℛ ⊆ C × C be the binary relation such that for E, E
, there is no event enabled at E but disabled at E ′ , and by (4), (E, E ′ ) are both marked (unmarked) in @AB, provided that they are both marked (unmarked) in . While ℛ is reflexive and symmetric, it need not be transitive, consequently it is not an equivalence relation. This fact underlies the next definition. A cover m = C Z ⊆ C|[ ∈ n of C is called a control cover on @AB if [10] ,
Where, n is an index set.
A control cover m lumps states of @AB into cells C Z ([ ∈ n) if they are control consistent. A control cover m is control congruence if C Z are pairwise disjoint. According to (5) , each cell of m is nonempty and each pair of states in one cell should be consistent. According to (6) , all states that can be reached from any states in C Z by one step transition is covered by some C r .
Given control cover m = C Z ⊆ C|[ ∈ n on @AB, an induced supervisor is constructed as t = (n, , u, [ , n ) where [ = some [ ∈ n with E ∈ C Z , n = [ ∈ n|C Z ∩ C ≠ ∅ and u: n × → n with u([, ) = p provided, for such choice of p ∈ n,
Overlapping of some states results that [ and u may not be uniquely determined, thus t may not be unique. If m is control congruence, then t is uniquely determined by m. Generally, t is control equivalent to @AB w.r.t .
Given two generators I@AB = (z, , {, | , z ) and t = (n, , u, [ , n ) are DESisomorphic with isomorphism • if there exists a map •: z → n such that
It was proved in [10] , if @AB is supremal supervisor for and I@AB is any normal supervisor w.r.t @AB such that it is control equivalent to @AB w.r.t , then there exists a control cover m on @AB for which some induced supervisor t is DES-isomorphic to I@AB.
Supervisor localization procedure
A procedure was proposed in [11] , to construct a set of local controllers which their synchronization with the plant is equivalent to the monolithic supervisor. This method follows from = ⨃ | ∈ ! that the set ⊆ | ∈ ! make a partition on .
This method employs control consistency and control cover from supervisor reduction procedure, proposed in [10] .
The flag of gand i are defined same as the ones defined in the supervisor reduction procedure. Let ℛ ⊆ C × C be the binary relation such that for E, E
A cover m = +C Z " ⊆ C,[ ∈ n -is a control cover on C w.r.t. if,
Where, n is some index set [11] .
Given a control cover m on C, based only on the control information of , an induced generator t = (n , , u , [ , n ) is obtained by the following construction
Overlapping of some states results that [ and u may not be uniquely determined, and t may not be unique. If m is control congruence, then t is uniquely determined by m .
We can obtain a set of induced generators t = t | ∈ ! . Let (t) ≔∩ (t )| ∈ ! and (t) ≔∩ (t )| ∈ ! . t is a solution to the distributed supervisory control problem.
A DES KLM = (z ‰ , , { ‰ , | ‰, , z ‰, ) is normal w.r.t @AB if,
Given two generators KLM = (z ‰ , , { ‰ , | ‰, , z ‰, ) and t = (n, , u, [ , n ) are DESisomorphic with isomorphism •, if there exists a map •: z ‰ → n such that
Under normality and DES-isomorphism, let KLM be a set of normal generators that is control equivalent to @AB w.r.t. . Then, there exists a set of control covers m ≔ m | ∈ ! on C with a corresponding set of induced generators t ≔ t | ∈ ! such that, for every ∈ !, t and KLM are DES-isomorphic.
Event reduction in local controllers
The aim of supervisor localization procedure is to reduce the state size of a supervisor corresponding to each component of the plant. Thus, when a pair of states are control consistent in m, they are also control consistent in m , ∀ ∈ !. On the other hand, if the state size of a local controller is less than the state cardinality of the reduced supervisor, then a pair of states which are not control consistent in m may be control consistent in m , where ∈ !. In the following proposition, we prove that, if a local controller has fewer states comparing to the reduced supervisor, then there exists at least one self-looped event, which occurs at one state of the local controller.
Proposition 1: Let be a non-blocking plant, consists of components , ∈ !, @AB be a supervisor of , I@AB be the reduced supervisor, and KLM be a local controller corresponding to . If KLM has less number of states than I@AB, then ∃ ∈ r , p ≠ such that is self-looped at one state of KLM .
Proof:
Assume that E Z ∈ C, such that (∃ Z ∈ * ), E Z = D(E , Z ). From the typical setup, shown in Fig. 1 , we substitute lumped control consistent states E X , E Y and E X , E Š , by ‹ and OE, respectively in I@AB (Fig. 2) . Also, we substitute lumped control consistent states E X , E Y , E Š by g in KLM (Fig. 3) . We prove that Š is self-looped at state g.
In Fig. 1 , assume that E Š is not control consistent with E Y . Since (6) and (13) are the same, we employ only (5) and (12) for proving the claim. Thus, we can write,
From (19), we can write,
. Because E X and E Y are control consistent. Thus, X Š ∉ ( ).
From (20), we can write,
. Because E X and E Š are control consistent. Thus, X Y ∉ ( ).
From ( . It means that Y Š ∈ ( ), the monolithic supervisor disables Š at E Y , and the local controller is not authorized to disable Š at E Y . Hence, Š is not an enabled transition by the monolithic supervisor at E Y , and it must be self-looped at state g in KLM (Fig. 4) .
From (17) , a set of local controllers, constructed by supervisor localization procedure, are normal w.r.t. @AB. It means that, each string belongs to a local controller and the plant must be enabled in the monolithic supervisor. Thus, Š cannot be self-looped at state g, while being a transition to E • . Therefore, Š is self-looped at state g, only. 
Corollary 1:
In Proposition 1, since Š is disabled at some states of the supervisor, its observation affects the behavior of the supervisor. It means that, if Š is not observed, then the supervisor make inconsistent decisions (in the sense of normality).
In order to prove the main claim of the paper, we show that Š appears as a self loop transition at all states of KLM . Since KLM is not authorized to disable the controllable event Š , it is sufficient to prove that Š appears as a self loop transition at states, where it is enabled. In Lemma 1, we prove the claim in a special case. . We should prove that each pair of states where occurs between them, can be considered one state. We know that 1( X ′ ) = 1( X ′). Since a language, which is constructed by local controllers in the plant are same as the language of the monolithic supervisor (see (3) and (4)), we can extend the observability property of the monolithic supervisor to each local controller. Thus, from 
The string, which occurs in both the local controller and the plant is shown in the first term of the antecedent in (21). Since X ∉ ( ), then X y ∉ ( ). Thus, (21) is true.
Similarly, we can write, Therefore, is self-looped at all states in KLM . Informally, (KLM ) is normal. Now, we relax the assumption X ∉ ( ), and show that Lemma 1 still does hold.
Theorem 1:
Let be a non-blocking plant, consists of components , ∈ !, described by closed and marked languages ( ), ( ) ⊆ * and @AB = (C, , D, E , C ) be the supervisor of . From Proposition 1, If Š is self-looped at one state g in KLM , ∈ !, then Š is self-looped at all states in KLM .
Proof: Following the proof in Lemma 1, clearly, if Š • ∉ ( ), then (23) and (24) are true, in Fig. 6 .
Now, we want to prove that (23) and (24) are true, even if Š • ∈ ( ). From Figs. 4, 6 , we know that Š • ∈ (KLM ). Thus, • is enabled at state g in KLM . Since KLM is deterministic automata, • is a transition from g to only one state in KLM . There may be two cases related to • : (a) • is a transition from E Š to E ' , in @AB (Fig. 4), (b) • is a transition from E Š to another state except E ' , in @AB. Fig. 6 . A set of states and strings in KLM , where Š is self-looped at g (a)
• is a transition from E Š to E ' : If Š is enabled at E • , then E Š , E • are control consistent and E • and g become one state in KLM . In this case, we have a transition Š from g to another state (e.g. E ' ), which is shown in Fig. 7(a) . But, such transition makes KLM a non-deterministic automata. Thus, E ' and g must become one state ( Fig. 7(b) ). Obviously, Š cannot be disabled at E ' , because KLM is not authorized to disable it. ⟹ a. Š is self-looped at g and is also a transition from g to E ' b. KLM , as a deterministic automata Fig. 7 . Transition Š from g to E ' , in KLM Also, Š may be a transition from g to E ' , which is shown in Fig. 8(a) . In this case, KLM is also a non-deterministic automata. Thus, E ' and g must become one state ( Fig.   8(b) ), and • is also a self loop transition at g.
This argument can be continued for other states which may be control consistent with g, until either all subsequent transitions become self-looped at g (in this case, KLM is reduced to one state with self loop transitions, and the claim is proved), or some enabled events can be found at a control consistent state with state g, such that they are not defined at corresponding state in . The latter was proved in Lemma 1. It means that, there is a natural projection 1:
Š is self-looped at g and is also a transition from g to E ' b. KLM , as a deterministic automata Fig. 8 .
• is a transition from E Š to another state except E ' (e.g. E Z ): Since KLM is a deterministic automata, E Z and E ' must be control consistent states and E Z , E ' become a new state ", constructed in KLM . Two cases can be considered in Fig. 9 .
Following the proof in Lemma 1, we see that, Š is self-looped at all states in KLM . (23) and (24) can be rewritten. Thus, the claim is proved by an iterative procedure. We summarize the above argument in the following statement:
If an event Š which is not disabled in KLM , is self-looped at one state, e.g. g, then some other events may be self-looped at g, until we can find some enabled events at a control consistent state with g, such that they are not defined at corresponding state in . Thus, there is a natural projection 1: * → * , = Z ∪ Š , such that 1( ) = 1( ′), ∈ (KLM ) ∩ ( ), ′ ∈ (KLM ), ′ ∈ ( ) ⟹ ′ ∈ (KLM ), and ′ ∉ ( ).
Remark 1:
The reverse of Theorem 1 is not true. It means that, the event reduction may occur in a local controller, but the state reduction may not.
We will show in example 4.2 that, the number of events used in each local controller is less than the event cardinality of the reduced supervisor (according to Corollary 1), but the state size of each local controller is same as the state size of the reduced supervisor. However, we prefer a set of local controllers, with fewer states than the reduced supervisor; each local controller needs fewer events comparing to the number of events used by the reduced supervisor in order to make consistent decisions. This gives us new criteria for evaluating the localizability of a supervisor. We can relax the definition of localizability according to event reduction criteria, i.e. a monolithic supervisor is localizable, if each local controller has fewer events comparing to the event cardinality of the reduced state monolithic supervisor.
Corollary 2:
Comparing to a decomposable supervisor, we may find some local controllers corresponding to each component of the plant, such that each local controller has fewer events comparing to the reduced state original supervisor.
Examples
In this section, we consider examples in order to verify the extended theory in the paper.
Non-localizable case-Supervisory control of a shared common resource
The hard case in localization is where the component agents are coupled so tightly that each one has to be globally aware [11] . In Fig. 10 two agents Z , [ = 1,2 share a common resource that is not allowed to be occupied simultaneously. It is easy to see that @AB is the recognizer of a monolithic supervisor which enforces the mutual exclusion specification. Then by applying the localize procedure in TCT software [19] , we construct KLM Z , [ = 1,2 corresponding to each agent Z . We can see that each local controller is the same as @AB (Fig. 11) . Thus, not only the state size is not reduced but also the event cardinality is not reduced. In this case, we say the monolithic supervisor is not localizable. Local controllers which are constructed by localize procedure are shown in Fig. 16 . Since the number of states of each local controller is equal to the state cardinality of oe • , the relative observable supervisor 9 ž is not localizable, with state reduction criteria. But, we see the reduced supervisor employs some events which are not used by at least one local controller. For example, the reduced supervisor employs events 10, 12, 23 in decision making, but the local controller • -do not use them. Also, the local controller • -does not use events 13, 20, 22 in order to make decisions. Thus, we can say oe˜ is localizable in the term of event reduction criteria. Moreover, we can see that the monolithic supervisor (oe˜) is decomposable w.r.t. In the next example, we consider a case which the monolithic supervisor is localizable in the terms of state reduction and event reduction criteria. Moreover we will see that the number of events is reduced in each local controller, but the original supervisor is not decomposable.
Localizable case in the term of state reduction criteria-Supervisory control of transfer line
Industrial transfer line consisting of two machines M 1 , M 2 and a test unit TU, linked by buffers B 1 and B 2 , is shown in Fig. 17 . If a work piece is accepted by TU, it is released from the system; if rejected, it is returned to B 1 for reprocessing by M 2 . The specification is based on protecting the B 1 and B 2 against underflow and overflow [18] . All events involved in the DES model are = 1,2,3,4,5,6,8 , where controllable events are oddnumbered. After the synthesis of the supremal controllable supervisor, we obtain the reduced supervisor by supervisor reduction procedure in TCT software, shown in Fig. 18 . Moreover, we construct local controllers for each component M 1 , M 2 and TU, as shown in Figs. 19-21 . 
Conclusion
This paper addresses the new property of event reduction in the supervisor localization procedure. We proved that if each local controller has less number of states comparing to the reduced supervisor, then such local controller has fewer events than the reduced state monolithic supervisor. In fact, localization procedure provides fewer states, for easier implementation of each local controller on industrial systems, and provides fewer events, in order to reduce the communication traffic between local controllers. The least communicated events between local controllers are important for efficiency of a distributed supervisory control. Thus, we can use the event reduction criteria for checking localizability of a supervisor. Localizability is satisfied by state reduction in each local controller, in the sense of [11] , whereas event reduction satisfied the reduced communication traffic between local controllers, in the sense of this paper. By event reduction property, we can investigate and compare the localization and decomposition of a supervisor, in future work.
